**Webinar on becoming Virtual Teacher.**

We organized an online Webinar on “Becoming Virtual Teacher”, on 26th May 2020 for teacher educators, school teachers to imbibe knowledge on “Virtual Classroom and how to present on a virtual platform”. Although the virtual classroom / e-platforms provide a real learning situation and experience, where learners from four corners of a country, city, state and world could be reached, discussed, knowledge shared effectively however the resource person Dr. Joe Arun also pointed out the various disadvantages the virtual class or online e-platform pose with respect to intrinsic motivation, readiness to learn, mental setup, physical readiness and emotional state of the learners. He also shared on the etiquettes to be adhered by the teachers with respect to organizing online classes using e-platforms.

A lot of doubts raised by the participants were clarified by the resource person. There were around 300 participants who actively participated. The vote of thanks was proposed by Sr. Irudhaya Mary.